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Volunteers at Greider Lakes. 
Photo by Kelly O’Neill.
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Dear volunteers,
No matter how hard we try, we can’t begin 
to adequately express our appreciation 
for all you’ve done for Washington’s trails. 
As always, this yearbook highlights just 
a small portion of the amazing work you 
accomplished this year.

We reached a lot of milestones together 
in 2021 — 200,000 trip reports, our first 

Welcome

virtual Hiker Rally Day, the return 
of volunteer vacations and over 1 
year of navigating the pandemic. 
Your consistent and unwavering 
support made it all possible.

Thank you for continuing to 
be the glue that holds the WTA 
community together.

With gratitude, WTA staff
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Our Work

Our Work

Our vision of Trails For Everyone, Forever 
would not be possible without volunteers. From 
the backyard to the backcountry, each of our 
strategic campaigns rely on volunteer support. 

If there’s one thing we know — it’s that trails and 
access to the outdoors are a must-have. Everyone 
deserves to have opportunities to recreate 
outdoors and to have safe and welcoming 
experiences outside. Our Trails for Everyone 
campaign is working to break down barriers 
to accessing the outdoors and building a more 
inclusive hiking community in Washington state.  

We’re also working to preserve and improve 
access to our stunning backcountry hiking 
destinations across the state through our Lost 
Trails Found campaign. Unfortunately some 
trails are at risk of disappearing completely — 
thankfully our volunteers won’t let that happen. 

The Trail 
Next Door

Trails  
Rebooted

Trails for 
Everyone

Lost Trails 
Found

Our most popular recreation areas need support 
too, especially as more and more people discover 
the joys and benefits of hiking. Our Trails 
Rebooted campaign is finding solutions to 
support these  areas by improving existing trails, 
championing the construction of new ones and 
educating hikers on how to recreate responsibly.

Close-to-home experiences in nature are critical 
for communities and our individual well-being. 
The Trail Next Door campaign is helping ensure 
that nature is always in reach by working in 
parks in urban neighborhoods and collaborating 
with partners to increase access to green spaces 
across Washington.

Hiking guide correspondents, trail advocates, 
trail maintenance crews, office volunteers, app 
developers, trip reporters and ambassadors are 
all volunteers crucial to the success of this work. 
We couldn’t do this without you!

Boundary Trail.  
Photo by James Wilson.
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Communications volunteers

Communications Volunteers Share Their 
Stories and Skills to Help Other Hikers
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Trip reporters share 
their adventures 
and excellent 
photos. Volunteer 
writers make the 
magazine great. 
Photos by dmkr and 
Holly Weiler.

Magazine Contributors
Four times a year, readers of WTA’s magazine 
get pro tips on everything from gear 
recommendations to seasonal safety to expert 
hiking advice. And many of those stories 
are written by knowledgeable volunteers 
who want to share their expertise with their 
fellow hikers. Many of those beautiful and 
inspiring photos are also taken by volunteer 
photographers. Volunteers make the magazine 
happen. 

Hiking Guide Correspondents
Nearly a third of the Hiking Guide entries on  
wta.org were researched and written by 
volunteers. These hikers work hard to not only 
hike the trails, but take notes, take photos and 
record GPS tracks along the way to provide 
accurate information not just about the statistics 
of a trail but also the experience of hiking there, 
including facts about local flora, history, geology 
and more. Hikers across Washington wouldn’t be 
able to find so many great trails without these 
Hiking Guide correspondents. 

Pratt River Connector Trail. Photo by 
Trip reporter Carolyn Bookholt.
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Communications volunteers

WashingtonTrails
Spring 21

Meet WTA’s Leadership 
and Inclusion Crew

Profiles of recovery on trail

Try something new and 
keep moving

A Publication of Washington Trails Association  • wta.org

+

trails as a way to wellnesshiking& healingTrailblazer App
The Trailblazer app makes it possible to put 
wta.org in your pocket when you head out to hit 
the trail, and the app was built and is partially 
maintained by a team of tech volunteers. The 
app allows you to find hikes near you, read 
recent trip reports and save trails to come back 
to in the future. 

Trip Reports
WTA was formed as a way for hikers to share 
trail information with one another and that 
spirit has stayed alive over the years because of 
all of our great trip reporters. Whether they just 
filed their first trip report or have been writing 
up their hikes for decades, every trip reporter 
contributes to the wonderful hiking community 
in Washington. 

And that community has never been stronger. 
This year we passed 200,000 trip reports on 
wta.org. That means more trails than ever have 
up-to-date information, which is invaluable 
to hikers, land managers and trail crews 
researching conditions.

Hike Recommender 
Volunteers helped WTA deliver  a new tool on 
wta.org this year that gives hikers personalized 
trail recommendations based on the hikes and 
trip reports in their My Backpack accounts. It 
also helps shift focus from the handful of often-
recommended trails. An outdoor enthusiast and 
data scientist was instrumental in helping WTA 
realize our vision for the tool. She and a small 
team of tech volunteers helped test and launch 
the tool earlier this summer. 

Above: Spring issue of Washington Trails 
magazine. Below: The hike recommender 
tool gives hikers personalized trail 
recommendations.
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WTA ambassadors

Ambassadors Inspire Hikers
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As WTA’s eyes, ears and voice 
on the ground, ambassadors 
play a vital role in building 
community and speaking up for 
trails and public lands across 
the state. Ambassadors bring 
their individual strengths to the 
program and undergo training 
so they can share about WTA 
campaigns and resources while 
inspiring people to become better 
hikers and trail champions. 

Throughout the uncertainty of 
2021, WTA ambassadors found 
plenty of creative ways to 
connect with people and make 
progress toward a sustainable 
trail system and equitable 
access for all. They practiced 

being stronger anti-racism 
advocates, stewards and 
fundraisers. They used social 
media to encourage friends to 
#RecreateResponsibly and 
they shared trip reports during 
changing conditions. They went 
the extra mile to represent 
WTA at a variety of in-person 
and online events in their 
communities and beyond.

One example is Brian Orlick 
and Richard Mellon’s summer-
long survey at Gothic Basin 
and other trails in the Morning 
Star Natural Resources & 
Conservation Area, a project 
executed in partnership with 
the state Department of 

Natural Resources. Joined later 
by ambassadors Doris Wang and 
Kathleen Lange, the team surveyed 
hundreds of hikers about their 
usage and understanding of this 
special area. This important data 
will inform planning with partners 
for the future of recreation 
opportunities on the Mountain 
Loop Highway and Snoquerra 
region, in line with our Trails 
Rebooted campaign.  

Left: Ambassador Suzanne Tripp 
at Rattlesnake Ledge. Above: 
Ambassador Brian Orlick in Gothic 
Basin. Below: Ambassador Whitney 
Allar and volunteer Galen Denio at 
Liberty Lake. Photos by Doris Wang, 
Richard Mellon and Kristy Canright.
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ca 

We thank advocates every year for joining us in diverse 
ways to speak up for trails and our public lands. There are 
so many ways people can participate in advocacy for the 
outdoors, from providing input during public comment 
periods to signing petitions to meeting us at the trailhead to 
discuss policy support with other hikers.

We started the year off with hundreds of advocates joining 
us virtually during Hiker Rally. This was our first virtual 
advocacy day of its kind, and people showed up to speak on 
legislative priorities and share what they wanted from our 
elected representatives. The momentum didn’t stop there 
with 1,765+ actions taken throughout the year mobilizing 
on various advocacy goals. On Washington Trails Day, 
over 2,500 hikers joined us to ask our senators for Forest 
Service funding. Countless trail advocates worked alongside 
WTA beyond this by sharing their feedback during open 
comment periods, surveys and more. Trail advocates worked 
hard in 2021 to protect the spaces we love!

Speaking Up For Trails

Advocates
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Thank you, group meeting leaders! 
We wouldn’t have been able to host 
Hiker Rally without you. 

• Whitney Allar

• Tom Anderson

• Kelsey Blake

• Geraldine Chambers

• Cherie Chandler

• Tucker Cholvin

• Walter Croshaw

• Susy Dix

• Lucie Johns

• Susan Krienen

• Richard Mellon

• Paul Olmsted

One screen (of many) of attendees 
tune in as Speaker of the House 
Laurie Jinkins (top, center) talks 
at Hiker Rally. Screenshot courtesy 
Ashley Fontaine.

• Brian Orlick

• Aaron Peabody

• Carol Petersen

• Mary Rourke

• Haeli Rowland

• Susan Saul

• Rex Schultz

• Jennifer Simpson

• Shelly Stilger

• Mark Uhart

• Cecilia Vogt

• Clara Yuan

https://www.wta.org/news/signpost/hiker-rally-2021
https://www.wta.org/news/signpost/you-make-trails-happen-hikers-speak-up-on-washington-trails-day
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WTA office volunteers

In another year of uncertainty and ever 
changing mandates related to COVID-19, one 
constant we’ve been able to count on is the 
dedication of our office volunteers. They 
show up week after week to help keep WTA’s 
operations running smoothly.

Office volunteers play a crucial role in mailing 
letters to members, entering data and ensuring 

Office Volunteers: The Secret to 
WTA’s Operational Success

that our backcountry trail work volunteers and 
Hike-a-Thon fundraisers receive their T-shirts. 

Speaking of Hike-a-Thon, many of our volunteers 
across the organization participate in Hike-
a-Thon to help get out and give back to trails 
through peer-to-peer fundraising. 

Thank you for all you do to support WTA’s work 
behind the scenes!

Volunteer Pat 
Limberg helps 
fold T-shirts 
for WTA’s 
18th annual 
Hike-a-Thon 
fundraiser.
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Youth ambassadors

Since 2013, high-school aged volunteers 
have been stepping up in their communities, 
using their voice and sharing stories about 
the importance of access to trails. This year, 13 
Youth Ambassadors continued to leverage their 
interests, skills and experience over the course 
of the school year to be trail explorers, stewards 
and champions. They wrote an article about 
hiking as a family, worked to update maps on the 
hiking guide, coordinated and participated on 
volunteer work parties, facilitated presentations 
in their community, created a mobile app to find 
local parks around Seattle and engaged with 
elected officials in Olympia at Hiker Rally. 

We also had a 2019-20 program alum join WTA’s 
pro crew to improve access to backcountry trails.

Teens Stepping Up

Top: Youth ambassadors celebrate 
completion of a new turnpike at Big Finn 
Hill Park. Above: Hannah Meyer wrote 
about the joys of hiking with her family. 

https://www.wta.org/news/signpost/why-and-how-my-family-makes-time-for-hiking-together
https://www.wta.org/news/signpost/why-and-how-my-family-makes-time-for-hiking-together
https://www.wta.org/news/signpost/meet-the-wta-pro-crew
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Volunteers on trail

Despite smaller work party sizes and 
more rigorous safety protocols due to 
COVID-19, trail maintenance crews got a 
lot of work done in 2021. More than 3,000 
individual volunteers contributed over 
128,000 volunteer trail maintenance hours. 
Most of the more than 1,500 work parties 
completed this year were associated with 
at least one of our campaigns.

Trail Work 
Volunteers Dig 
Deep to Help Trails 
Across the State

Lost Trails Found 
Crews completed a multitude of projects related to 
our Lost Trails Found campaign this year, many of 
which would not have been possible without our 
backcountry response team (BCRT) crews. Some 
notable projects involved our work near Larch 
Lakes — located up the Entiat River drainage and 
over the eastside of the Cascades. The crews that 
worked there effectively re-opened the Larch Lakes 
and Garland Peak trails; restoring access to one of 
the most popular alpine loop trails in the area. On 
the North Fork Sullivan Creek Trail, WTA crews 
have been working since 2015 to dismantle a failing 
bridge and provide an alternative reroute for the 
Pacific Northwest Trail around a wetland area. 
Without these volunteers, access to these and other 
crucial entry points and loop trails throughout the 
state could not have been restored.

Trip reporters share 
their adventures 
and excellent 
photos. Volunteer 
writers make the 
magazine great. 
Photos by dmkr and 
Holly Weiler.

Backcountry crews 
often work in burn 
areas to restore 
trails damaged by 
wildfire. Photo by 
Steven Leifheit.
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Trails Rebooted 
The COVID-19 pandemic delayed some 
projects last year, but we made up for 
lost time in 2021. One such project is our 
work at Lyle Cherry Orchard. Started in 
partnership with Friends of the Columbia 
Gorge in 2018, volunteer crews spent 5,000 
hours adding 2.6 miles to the existing 
trail. Two new loops were developed as 
a result of this work -- Cherry Orchard 
and Lyle. The project was completed this 
spring, making a problematic section of 
the trail less dangerous and giving hikers 
access to beautiful new vistas of the 
Columbia Gorge from higher elevations.  

The Trail Next Door 
As our hiking guide says, “the LBA of 
LBA Park may stand for Little Baseball 
Association, but there is much more to 
do than just play baseball at this urban 
park.” To our knowledge, not much 
baseball was played during the 37 work 
parties that took place there this year, but 
a lot of challenging trail work got done. 
Led primarily by volunteer chief crew 
leaders, the crews who worked on this 
project braved a lot of roots to finish new 
and rerouted trail over a dozen different 
project areas. These included ADA trails, 
an access trail to off-leash dog areas and 
multi-use hiker-biker-horse trails. All of 
this work bypassed problem areas such as 
wetlands and steep slopes, making trails 
at LBA Park more safe and sustainable.

Top: New trails at Lyle Cherry Orchard give 
hikers (and volunteers) phenomenal views. 
Photo by Angie Deglandon.
Middle: 2021 work party locations.
Bottom: A lot of muddy work goes into 
keeping trails dry! Photo by Elizabeth Storm.
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Volunteers on trail

2021 was a big year for the youth program, despite 
the continuing backdrop of a global pandemic. 
Over 450 unique youth volunteered with WTA’s 
youth programs, completing more than 7,200 
hours of volunteer trail work.

With the support of volunteer crew leader 
Micki Kedzierski, we were able to work with 14 
community partners on 43 events, including 15 
youth and families events open to the general 
public. One highlight was the opportunity to 
complete eight sections of turnpike at Big Finn Hill 
Park solely through youth events — that’s a lot of 
rocks and gravel to haul! 

For many, the best part of 2021 was the return of 
the youth volunteer vacation program utilizing 
updated safety protocols. In total, we ran nine 

frontcountry youth volunteer vacations, including 
our second annual LGBTQ+ crew. Here’s how one 
teen described their experience this summer: 
“I loved that I was able to be outside, working 
with amazing fellow volunteers and crew, and 
giving back to nature and the community. I love 
this program, the leaders were super nice, super 
inclusive and made everybody feel so welcome! 
Every day was exhausting but filled with so much 
fun and adventure.” 

Building 
puncheons 
on the 
Middle Fork 
Snoqualmie 
Trail. Photo by 
Cole Hanych.

Not a bad backdrop 
for a work party! 
Photo by Kit Reiche.

Youth crews build  
trails and community



Each year, our advocate 
community speaks 
up on trail and public 
lands issues by taking 
online actions, such 
as signing a petition or 
connecting with their 
lawmakers. When the 
hiking community uses 
their voice in this way, it 
has the power to create 
meaningful change. While 
thousands of people took 
action this year, a few 
have really stepped up. 

Our award for most 
engaged action takers 
this year goes to Luan 
Pinson and Larry Moiola, 
who have taken seven 
actions each in 2021!

Other top action takers: 
Norm Bunting
Peter Carskaddan
Geraldine Chambers
Kirk Clothier
Bill Creel
Walt Croshaw
John Donahue
Scott Granlund
Liberty Munson
Bill O’Brien
Terry Swiatkowski
Frank Troth
Joyce Waweru
Russel West
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Awards

Communications & Advocacy Awards
WTA believes when people hike, they’ll be inspired to protect trails. That can mean sharing Leave No 
Trace best practices in a trip report, teaching new hikers about recreating responsibly or speaking up for 
trails in Olympia. These awards are for the folks who go that extra mile to ensure our time on trail is the 
best it can be.

Outstanding trip reporters help fellow hikers by sharing 
information about trail conditions and personal stories that 
contribute to an inclusive and welcoming hiking community. 

Reports from these folks are full of safety reminders, examples of 
good decision-making, revelatory sunrises, rewarding trail work days, wildlife 
sightings and a genuine desire to help others go prepared.

Trip reporter name: BeaverDawg  
Outstanding trip report: Smith Creek 
This trip reporting duo has hiked numerous regions 
across the state, always providing great info from their 
adventures. We can’t wait to read about their next hike.

Trip reporter name: TwoGrunts-Bonnie Rae  
Outstanding trip report: Burroughs Mountain 
TwoGrunts-Bonnie Rae’s trip reports include helpful 
details about trail conditions as well as poetic passages 
about the experience of a hike. These inspiring reports 
show a genuine desire to help other hikers.

Trip reporter name: Freud Ian Slip 
Outstanding trip report: Middle Fork Snoqualmie 
Freud Ian Slip writes reports about day hikes, 
backpacking trips with friends and family and trail work 
parties. They often include helpful safety reminders and 
always sign off with Happy Trails! 

Trip reporter name: Jennekehikes  
Outstanding trip report: Park Butte 
The reports from Jennekehikes always include practical 
information, notable wildlife sightings and natural 
features. With over 150 trip reports, their reports have 
helped countless hikers head out with up-to-date 
information. 

https://www.wta.org/go-hiking/trip-reports/trip_report.2019-08-10.3515682866
https://www.wta.org/go-hiking/trip-reports/trip_report-2021-09-24-5444350502
https://www.wta.org/go-hiking/trip-reports/trip_report-2021-06-17-2440346974
https://www.wta.org/go-hiking/trip-reports/trip_report.2019-08-13.2707259792
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500+   
Crosscut Saw Club 
Bob Adler
Jane Baker
Marty Barney
Bill Creel
George Potter
Cornelia Remy
Rebecca Wanagel
Gail Wayper

Trail work wouldn’t happen without volunteers. As a thank 
you, some awards are handed out on trail work parties (hard 
hats, vests, hand saws, fleece hats and stickers) and some 
milestones, like 250+ jackets and crosscut saw plaques, are 
celebrated at volunteer appreciation award ceremonies. In 2021, 
much of that celebration is taking place online!

Awards

Trail Maintenance Awards
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1,000+   
Golden Rock Bar Club
Bob Zimmerman

250+  
Full Bench Club 
Peter Bose
Gerry Chambers
Belinda Cron
Judy Eib
Guy Hamblen
Rod Hooker
Frank Lacey
Jerome Lemke
Rich Manhardt
Byron Moye
Dawn Rorvick
Elizabeth Storm
Marjorie Sullivan
Steve Walker

Bob Zimmerman reached 1,000 work parties in record time (a 
little over 5 years!). Each volunteer who hits 1,000 work parties 
receives a gold-painted tool — or trowel.
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Awards

Above and Beyond
Every year, we recognize volunteers who impact WTA in a big way. In other words, they went 
above and beyond in 2021. Get to know this year’s batch of superheroes.

Rick Bennett 
Rick started volunteering with WTA in 2019, and almost immediately 
became a regular on Olympics-area work parties. He liked trail 
work so much, he applied to be an assistant crew leader less than 
a year later. We’re lucky he did. He and the rest of his ACL cohort 
have played a crucial role in increasing work party capacity in the 
Olympic/Olympia region. He’s also willing to take on nearly any job — 
on trail and beyond. He’s a whiz at fixing machinery and often works 
behind the scenes to shuttle tools between caches on his own time to 
make sure crews have the necessary work party equipment each day. 
 
Thomas Calvery 
Thomas has been a reliable presence in the WTA community for 
over a decade. He takes on everything from assistant crew leading to 
scouting trail conditions to participating in tool maintenance parties. 
He’s also an active leader for the Pacific Crest Trail Association 
Mount Hood Chapter and was the chairperson for the planning team 
that hosted the 2020 Columbia Cascades Trail Skills College. Recently, 
Thomas’ cool, calm, collected leadership was pivotal in a successful 
incident response in the Olympics backcountry. Thomas can always 
be counted on to respond to emergency situations as trained, and 
with excellent judgment, common sense and compassion mixed in.

Matthew Accola, Greg Benjamin and Mike Bowen 
For the last several years, Mike, Greg and Matthew have 
formed the core volunteer developer team for WTA’s 
beloved Trailblazer mobile app. The app is one of our 
tools for equipping hikers with the information they 
need to get out on trails safely and sustainably. Juggling 
families, full-time jobs and hikes of their own, this small-
but-mighty crew does far more than app maintenance 
and repair. They are also trusted partners in helping us 
continue to improve the app for the future.
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Charlie Lieu 
Charlie Lieu has volunteered with WTA for nearly 10 years 
supporting trail maintenance, advocacy, strategy and public outreach 
as well as writing for the Washington Trails magazine. As a current 
member of WTA’s board of directors, Charlie can be found lending 
her support to all aspects of WTA’s work throughout the state. 
Charlie is also an active assistant crew leader with the trail team and 
participates in our youth, day and backcountry response team  
work parties.

Brandon Martin 
Brandon has been a huge promoter of WTA since learning about 
the organization shortly after his family moved to Washington. 
After successfully completing (and thoroughly enjoying) two youth 
volunteer vacations in 2019, he was inspired to become a WTA youth 
ambassador. During his 2 years as an ambassador, he presented 
to over 100 of his peers about his life-changing experiences with 
WTA and the different volunteer opportunities available to youth. 
Brandon also organized two youth day work parties and recruited 
peers to volunteer. He has plans to continue to volunteer with 
WTA and hopes to someday join the Rock Wall of Fame. Brandon’s 
experiences with WTA have nurtured his desire to make a difference 
in the world as he works towards becoming a firefighter.

Brian Orlick 
Brian Orlick is a steadfast volunteer in the WTA’s Northwest Region. 
He’s happy to do whatever task seems to be the most needed on 
any given day, no matter what it is. Last year, Brian signed up for 
the Northwest Region “Truck Brigade,” helping to move northwest 
region vehicles to needed locations. He’s also spent the last couple of 
years as a WTA Ambassador. This year, that entailed several hikes up 
toward Gothic Basin to gather information on trail users that is then 
passed on to the Department of Natural Resources to help them in 
their planning processes. Brian brings good cheer to all these tasks, 
with a smile and a bit of dry humor to keep things fresh.
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Mary Siegel 
Mary started volunteering with WTA in the summer of 2017, and 
quickly became one of eastern Washington’s most dedicated 
volunteers. When she learned that becoming an assistant crew 
leader (ACL) could help increase capacity for the Spokane crew’s 
work, she happily joined the volunteer leadership community. This 
decision came mere days before the impacts of COVID-19 were 
realized, and after trail work was able to resume under new safety 
protocols, Mary’s support was crucial to WTA’s continued success. 
Mary is known for her baked goods, and has created elaborate treats 
to celebrate milestones — including a cake decorated with a crosscut 
saw to commemorate another volunteer’s 500th work party.

Marjorie Sullivan 
Marji’s attention to detail and connection with her crews has been 
impressive since she started volunteering with WTA 5 years ago. An 
ACL since 2017, she recently stepped into the chief crew leader role 
to provide much-needed work party capacity when COVID-19 safety 
protocols reduced work party sizes. Her continued leadership allows 
WTA to offer more volunteer opportunities around the Olympics and 
South Puget Sound. Marji is always asking how to either improve her 
crews’ approach to a familiar task, or how to go about a task she has 
never done before. Her collaborative and inquisitive nature makes 
her an asset on any work party.

Liz Ulloa 
Liz shares her endless enthusiasm for crosscut saws, trail work and 
Miles the Marmot on volunteer events across the state. She stepped 
up as a volunteer chief crew leader to support WTA in 2020 when 
crew sizes were limited and she saw the need for more volunteer 
opportunities. Her transition to wearing a blue hat has been seamless 
and she led her first two backcountry response team crews in 2021 (on 
the Pratt River trail — one of her favorite places!) and has led many 
day work parties in both Puget Sound and the Northwest region this 
past year. Liz also participates in Hike-a-Thon, consistently placing 
in the top five fundraisers each year. A trip reporter as well, Liz truly 
embodies what it means to be a trail champion.
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DNR relies on our volunteers to help 
maintain and build out trails here in the 
Yacolt Burn State Forest. Washington 
Trails Association is one of our main 
contributors in those efforts. This year 
we were happy to host the first LBGTQ+ 
volunteer vacation where volunteers 
helped brush out a very overgrown 
section of trail. So good was the work, 
we soon received feedback from visitors 
of other areas that could use the  
same attention!  
 
—Sharon Steriti, DNR 

To all the array of WTA volunteers – 
 a big “Thank you” from the staff at  
Mt. Baker Ranger District for all your 
hard work and dedication to keeping 
public trails open and well maintained. 
We greatly appreciate your service  
and are fortunate to have your help  
on our district.
—Barb Richey, Mt Baker Ranger District

 

Thanks to all the WTA volunteers who 
brought the new Lyle Cherry Orchard 
Trail system to life! All your hard work, 
through snow, ice, poison oak, ticks and 
steep slopes has created a fantastic trail 
legacy that will bring so much joy to 
hikers for generations to come! You all 
are the best. 
 
—Renee Tkach from Friends of the Gorge

WTA staff aren’t the only 
ones who are grateful for all 
volunteers do for Washington’s 
trails and hiking community.

On behalf of the U.S. Forest Service, 
Skykomish Ranger District on the Mt. 
Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest, I 
truly appreciated all the hard work and 
dedication of WTA volunteers and staff 
during the 2021 season. This was an 
excellent rebound from 2020 and it was 
great to see all your smiles out on the 
trails.  Rain or shine you still showed 
up and got to work!  Your work was a 
tremendous asset to the trail maintenance 
program, and your work was top notch!  
It’s great to see so many great stewards of 
our public lands.  So thank you, thank you, 
thank you!  And I look forward to seeing 
you on the trails in 2022.  
 
—Tom Davis, Skykomish Ranger District  
wilderness and trails manager

 
 
We have several volunteer groups 
regularly visit us out here on the island, 
but the WTA volunteers are the rock stars. 
They have the technical skills, work ethic 
and friendly personalities that make them 
a pleasure to work with. They’re often 
assigned our most challenging projects 
because we trust they’ll do it well. 
 
—Justin Krogstad, Moran State Park 
operations manager 

“
“

“

“

“

Thank you



Washington’s hikers are so lucky to have you. Working 
diligently and with inspiring dedication, you — and 
thousands of other volunteers — have stepped up in yet 
another unprecedented year to give back to trails when 
they needed it most. Your hard work is a key way WTA 
helps to ensure Washington’s trails stand the test of 
time and can be enjoyed by everyone. Thank you.  
 

Jill Simmons 
Chief executive officer

Thank you 
volunteers.

Volunteers at Horseshoe Bend. 
Photo by Kelly O’Neill.
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Trails for everyone, forever


